Engineer 1

Are you an experienced Software Engineer with a solid understanding of automation technologies, a passion for open source software and a hunger for metrics? If yes, then come join our Infrastructure Engineering team as we hack, develop and deploy tools that enable infrastructure automation, help other teams deploy CD/CI pipelines, use public IaaS and expose infrastructure and application metrics to everyone in the company.

In this role, you will:

- Write software and contribute to Open Source projects
- Primary be working with Ruby, but not exclusively
- Be focused on writing tools and API’s to help other development and operations teams within the Nordstrom technology group
- Represent Nordstrom in the technical community, which can include participating in conferences
- Demonstrate a passion and commitment toward advancing a culture obsessed with gathering and using data for everything
- Work with some of the best, most passionate people in the world
- Participate in a 24x7 on-call rotation

Qualifications:

- Understanding of Agile software development methodologies and practices, including agile development, continuous integration and continuous delivery
- Comfortable with both Windows and Linux OS platforms
- Experience with Chef or similar configuration management technologies
- Experience with both on premise and public cloud installations
- Experience with Git or other source control tools
- General awesomeness, positive attitude and passion trump all other requirements

Who you are:

- You are interested in helping people
- You embrace failure and use it as a tool for learning
- You are allergic to things that slow you down
- You thrive in an environment where each individual is focused on a common goal, where collaboration is favored over competition
- You are comfortable in a role that requires a mixture of consulting, engineering, and support work

Since 1901, Nordstrom has offered a wide variety of quality apparel, shoes and accessories for men, women and children at our stores across the country. We're proud
to be named to *Fortune*™ magazine's list of '100 Best Companies to Work For.' We believe this recognition comes from our desire to empower our employees to set their sights high and deliver exceptional service to customers. As a Nordstrom employee, you can feel confident that your health and well-being are among our highest priorities. We offer a comprehensive, flexible employee benefits package that includes medical/vision and dental coverage, a generous merchandise discount, an employer-matched 401(K) savings and profit sharing plan and much more. *We are an equal opportunity employer committed to providing a diverse environment.*

The above information has been designed to indicate the general nature and level of work performed by employees within this classification. It is not designed to contain or be interpreted as a comprehensive inventory of all duties, responsibilities and qualifications required of employees assigned to this job.
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To apply:

[http://www.career.arizona.edu/joblink/employer](http://www.career.arizona.edu/joblink/employer)